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1. Introduction

The helium gas compressor system is an ideal tool for studying resistive
and/or magnetic phase transitions up to 1.4 GPa (=14 kbar ≈ 200,000 psi)
for several reasons:

1. Helium is the most hydrostatic pressure fluid in existence, has the low-
est freezing temperature of any fluid, and provides very nearly hydro-
static pressure even when frozen.

2. Pressure can be changed hydrostatically at any temperature higher
than the freezing temperature of helium.

3. The pressure can be measured continuously by a pressure gauge main-
tained at room temperature.

4. The compressor can pressurize a large enough volume of gas that the
coil system can be wound directly around the sample (inside the pres-
sure vessel).

For these reasons, the helium gas pressure system allows for the most pre-
cise control of hydrostatic pressure and for the most precise measurement of
magnetic susceptibility (χ), electrical resistivity (ρ), Hall effect, and other
properties under high-pressure conditions. Note that, in order to extend the
life of the system, we typically do not apply pressures above 9 - 9.5 kbar.

1.1 System Overview

Helium gas from a gas bottle (P > 1,200 psi) is fed into a two-stage compres-
sor system (Newport Scientific) which boosts the pressure to 25,000 psi (1.7
kbar). The pressure is then increased further in an “intensifier” by the stroke
of an oil-driven piston (Harwood engineering), increasing the helium-gas pres-
sure to a maximum of 200,000 psi (∼14 kbar). This pressure is transmitted
through a flexible CuBe capillary (3.0 mm O.D. × 0.3 mm I.D.) to a CuBe
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pressure vessel in which the sample is contained. The pressure vessel is
suspended from the capillary in a cryostat capable of attaining temperatures
as low as 1.2 K or 5K, depending on the cryostat being used. Pressure is
measured with a manganin gauge maintained at room-temperature. Sam-
ple temperature is measured by thermometers mounted at either end of the
pressure vessel.

1.2 April 2011

1.2.1 Coil System for ac Susceptibility Measurement (SR830 Lock-in
Amplifier)

• Cu primary coil: ∼ 108 ohms at RT

• Cu secondary coils: ∼ 45 ohms (about 22.5 ohms for each coil) at RT

• B-field: 0.1 Oe at 1023 Hz. The field in the coil can be easily calculated.
For an infinite solenoid, the field (in gauss) is given by

B = µonI,

where n = N/L is the number or turns per unit length (N is the number
of turns in the primary coil, and L is the total length of the coil). I is
the current in mA , and µo = 4π × 10−4G cm/mA. For a finite coil,
this is modified to include a prefactor based upon the coil dimensions.

B =

µ
L√

d2 + L2

¶
µonI.

Note that d is the average diameter of the primary coil. For the current
coil, B/I = 0.9815 (G/mA). This will vary slightly from one coil to the
next and should be recalculated for each coil, especially if the number of
turns has changed significantly. The oscillator voltage should be set to
give the desired current (field), making sure to take the external resistor
into account. It is best to use the highest possible external resistor so
that the change in the current with temperature is minimized.

• Sensitivity range: Vary as needed
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1.2.2 Thermometers

• Platinum thermometers at top and bottom of cell and on CuBe capil-
lary (approximately 107 Ω at RT)

• Germanium S44 at top of cell (approximately 2.74 Ω at RT, using a
4-point measurement)

• Germanium S45 at bottom of cell (approximately 1.98 Ω at RT, using
a 4-point measurement)

1.2.3 Heaters (Currently)

• Top cell heater: ca. 50 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater (230 µm dia.
wire)

• Bottom cell heater: ca. 50 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater (230 µm
dia. wire)

• Capillary heater: ca. 23 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater (230 µm
dia. wire)

1.2.4 Heaters (Previously)

• On pressure cell body: ca. 75 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater (132
µm dia. wire)

• On copper hanger: ca. 100 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater (132
µm dia. wire)

• On upper half of cell body: ca. 40 Ω (at RT) phosphor-bronze heater
(200 µm dia. wire)

• Capillary heater: ca. 60 Ω phosphor-bronze heater (200 µm wire)

1.3 Outline of steps for measuring ρ(T,P) or χ(T,P)

1.3.1 Disassembly of Pressure Vessel

1. Make sure the test pressure has been completely released.
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2. Disconnect the SS restraining cable from capillary. Disconnect the
CuBe capillary from the pressure outlet. Disconnect relevant electrical
connections.

3. Remove pressure cell and capillary from cryostat and lay it on a con-
venient table.

4. Check that the collar still rotates freely along the entire capillary thread
(you should easily be able to take it off). If it doesn’t, it will need to
be repaired (see Section 2.2.1). It is best to repair the capillary as soon
as problems arise, otherwise you may not be able to get the collar off
at all.

5. Disconnect the wires from the top and bottom cell heaters. Previously,
the connections had to be unsoldered, but there are now plugs that can
be easily disconnected. Extract the thermometers from their holes (and
put them safely aside) without unsoldering them. (Remove a few baffles
if necessary).

6. Open both ends of pressure cell. (This should require very little torque
if pressure was applied in the previous experiment). Remove the feed-
through. Be careful not to lose any volume reducing spacers. Remove
old gaskets.

7. Susceptibility: remove spacers and sample from coil system. Resistiv-
ity: unsolder sample from resistivity holder.

1.3.2 Reassembly

1. Thoroughly clean the inside of the pressure cell, making sure to re-
move any excess indium deposits. Use acetone with kimwipes wrapped
around wooden toothpicks. Be especially careful that there is nothing
on the sealing surfaces or on the feed-through and capillary surfaces
onto which the gaskets will be placed.

2. Susceptibility: put new sample(s) and spacers/holders into the coil
system, making sure sample is near the center of one of the secondary
coils (see coil system schematics in Figure 5.1). Resistivity: solder new
sample to posts — this may involve silver paint for contacting the wire
to the post; if so, use a mask while applying the silver paint.
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3. Coat the required gaskets with indium. Be sure to scrape off any excess
indium. We have found that this significantly reduces the possibility
of leaks.

4. Put new gaskets on the end of capillary and on the feedthrough; both
brass and CuBe gaskets from Unipress are available. If the older cell
and capillary are used, the capillary and resistivity feedthrough use
“old style” gaskets; most of the AC susceptibility feedthroughs use
“new style” gaskets. If the new gold-plated pressure cell is used, “2008
gaskets”should be used on both sides. The different gasket types are
stored in labeled bags.

5. Reconnect capillary and feedthrough to the pressure cell (don’t forget
to put in the volume reducer). If you use CuBe gaskets, you will need
to tighten the bolts much more forcefully than for the brass gaskets
(this should require a torque of 310 in-lbs).

6. Carefully put the thermometers back in their holes, using a small
amount of Apiezon N grease. Reconnect the heater wires. (Replace
any baffles that were removed).

7. Check contacts to the coil system, thermometers, and heaters by prob-
ing the pin inserts on the electrical connections at the top of the cryostat
insert. (The contacts should be continuously checked throughout the
assembly/disassembly process to make sure that no wires or soldering
joints have been broken.)

8. Put pressure cell/capillary back into the cryostat.

9. Connect the capillary to the pressure outlet (use 40 in-lbs of torque
with torque wrench). Leave 4-5 mm between the tip of the capillary
and the front of the collar. Check again that the collar rotates freely.

10. Connect the restraining cable to the capillary by clamping the stain-
less steel weights to the capillary. Reconnect the electrical connections,
being especially careful with the thermometer connector, as the con-
nections are quite fragile.
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1.3.3 Measurement

1. Make sure the cryostat insulating vacuum is pumped out and ready for
low temperature operation.

2. Use a rotary pump to remove air from the pressure vessel and capillary
tube through valve X-7, and then backfill with 1-2 atm. of ultra-high
purity helium by slowing opening valve X-6. Repeat several times to
flush out the capillary. Finally, backfill with ∼ 100 bar (this will be
your “ambient pressure” measurement).

3. Flush and then fill the sample space with high-purity helium.

4. Measure ρ or χ as a function of temperature at ambient (or near am-
bient) pressure. Important: for superconductors be sure to measure
χ(T ) near Tc with at least 2 different magnetic field amplitudes at am-
bient pressure to access the importance of weak-link effects (see Diplom
thesis of J. Diederichs).

5. Only change the pressure at a temperature at least 5-10 K above the
melting curve of helium. Measure ρ(T ) or χ(T ) at that pressure. Re-
peat for other pressures as desired.

6. Release pressure when experiment is finished.

1.3.4 Measuring Susceptibility

A Stanford Research SR830 Lock-In Amplifier is used in conjunction with the
coil system (field and pick-up coils) and the measurement program to measure
AC susceptibility as a function of temperature. A sinusoidal alternating
current is supplied to the primary coil by the SR830’s internal oscillator (via
the “SINE OUT” button located right below the big knob), or by a high
quality external oscillator or function generator. If an external source is
used, it needs to be connected to the “REF IN” terminal (which is next to
the “SINE OUT” terminal), so that the SR830 can phase-lock to it. The
secondary (pick-up) coils are connected to the inputs (terminal A or B or
both, at the bottom left of the front panel). As of this writing (2003),
the secondary coil output is actually fed to a preamplifier (SR554), and
the output of the preamplifier is connected to terminal A. However, there
are many ways to use the lock-in amplifier, and the setup may be modified
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several times before the next revision of this manual. [Just the other day
(7/25/03) a signal subtracter was removed from the measurement circuit
because it was found to attenuate the sample signal and cause temperature
dependent phase shifts. If I had included THAT device in this description,
it would already be out of date...] The best way to arm yourself is to dive
into the lock-in amplifier manual and familiarize yourself with the lock-in’s
specifications and principles of operation. In particular, you should read the
section of the SR830 manual entitled “What is a Lock-in Amplifier?” (See
also section 7.1 in Andy’s Cornelius’s dissertation for discussion of the theory
of a lock-in amplifier.) You probably won’t understand everything at first,
but you should periodically return for more study until you understand why
the system is set up the way it is. At that point, you will be able to make
improvements if necessary.

Without being overly specific, here is a general outline of how to make a mea-
surement. First, you need to set the oscillator voltage (internal or external) to
generate the appropriate magnetic field with the coil system. Actually, what
is really important is the CURRENT in the primary coil, but generally it is
the VOLTAGE that is adjustable. An external resistor is generally placed
in series with the primary coil to reduce the temperature dependence of the
current. You should measure the current that a given voltage produces at
the desired measurement current, and you should check to see that it agrees
with what you would have calculated based on the impedances in the cir-
cuit. Don’t forget to include the output impedance of the source. Note: the
current might be frequency-dependent because inductive impedances are fre-
quency dependent; whether or not frequency makes a big difference depends
on the inductance of the coil ... calculate it and see!

The impedance, Z, is the frequency-domain ration of the voltage to the
current. In general, it is complex, but to determine whether the current
is frequency-dependent,, we can just consider the magnitude. So, the total
impedance of a circuit is, in general, given by,

Z =
√

(ZR)2 + |Z2
L + ZC |2

where ZR = R is simply the resistance, and ZL = iLω and ZC = 1/iωC
are the reactive impedances of the inductors and capacitors, respectively.
Since we have no capacitor in the circuit, we can neglect ZC . Now, the
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self-inductance of an infinite solenoid is given by

L =
µo(πr

2)N2

h

where µo = 4π × 10−7 Vs/Am, r is the average radius of the coil, N is the
total number or turns, and h is the length of the coil. For a finite solenoid
(in the limit γ = r/h� 1), this is modified slightly

L =
µo(πr

2)N2

h

(
1− γ +

γ2

2
− γ4

8
+ ...

)
.

We can now determine the typical impedance for the system to determine
whether the current is frequency-dependent. Using N = 1247, r = 2.1 ×
10−3 m, h = 1.6 × 10−2 m, and γ ∼ 1

8
, we find that L ≈ 1.5 mH. The

resistance of the primary coil is typically approximately 100 Ω, so for a
frequency, ω = 2πf = 2π(1023 Hz), we find that the total impedance of the
circuit Z ≈

√
(100)2 + (.0015× 2π × 1023)2 ≈ 100.46 Ω. So, if the primary

coil is the only resistor in the circuit, the current has a VERY slight frequency
dependence. However, we generally have an external resistor in the circuit,
Rext � Rprim, so then Z ≈

√
(Rext +Rprim)2 + Z2

L ≈ Rext + Rprim, and the
frequency-dependence of the current is negligible. Of course, the situation
may change, so it is always best to check.

You will also need to know B as a function of I for the primary coil (which can
be calculated using the short solenoid formula from the number of turns and
the diameter of each layer, see Section 1.2). With a knowledge of the actual
current, and B as a function of I, you can calculate the current that gives you
the desired magnetic field, and you can then adjust the source voltage (of
whatever oscillator is driving the coil) to give you the desired current. [Note:
be sure to include an external resistor in series with the primary coil that
has a substantially larger resistance than that of the primary coil; otherwise
the temperature dependence of the primary coil resistance will cause a large
temperature dependence in the applied magnetic field.]

Next, set the frequency of the oscillator (SR830 or external, whichever you
are using) to the desired value. Currently (2011) a frequency of 1023 Hz is
used for ac susceptibility. Choose an appropriate measurement range to give
you the maximum sensitivity without the risk of going off-scale (overload
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will not damage the lock-in but it will ruin your measurement), and set the
time constant to a value large enough to smooth out the bulk of the noise
but small enough to keep from compromising the response of the lock-in to
real changes in the signal. (Ranges between 1 sec and 10 sec have typically
been used, for example.) In the region of interest, you may have to use
the offset and expand functions of the lock-in amplifier to avoid digitization
of the signal. See the lock-in manual for an explanation of how this works.
Make sure the appropriate thermometer is selected for the temperature range
in which the measurement will be made. Then start up the measurement
program, cool down (or terminate your cooldown, whichever is appropriate),
and you are in business. To date, the best measurements have been made by
warming “naturally” through the transition, no cooling or heating. You can
speed things up by ramping with the temperature controller. You can also
cool slowly through the transition by adjusting the flow control valve on the
VC30 box. [There is substantially more noise during cooling, perhaps from
the pump or maybe from the turbulence of the flowing helium, but if your
signal is relatively large you still might be able to get a ballpark measurement
that will help you locate the transition.]

Before starting the measurement, you should also set the “phase” (on the
SR830) so that a ferrite sample (with only a “real” susceptibility part) placed
in the coil system changes the voltage in only ONE channel of the lock-in
(x or y, but not both). If the phase of your coil system has an appreciable
temperature dependence, you will need to account for this. Note that you
only need to do the ferrite test when you are installing a new coil system (or
if you suspect that you have measured it incorrectly before, or if you have
added a new component to the pick-up circuit, like a preamplifier or signal
subtracter).

The measurement program currently being used was written in LabVIEW by
Mathiewos Debessai. Previously, a measurement program written in Quick-
Basic by Jost Diederichs (with some assistance from Craig Looney) in 1992-93
was used. If it becomes necessary to revert back to this program, it is located
on the DOS computer under the \sus directory. More detailed information
about running both LabVIEW and DOS programs can be found in a separate
manual “Computer Programs”.
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2. Pressure

2.1 Instructions for Pressure Application

Note: the user should also familiarize himself/herself with the Harwood in-
struction manual and the Newport instruction manual. The steps outlined
here are intended to clarify and simplify the steps outlined in those manuals,
but are not meant to completely describe the system.

1. Connect the CuBe capillary to the Harwood pressure outlet port. (Use
the torque wrench with 40 in-lb of torque.) Make sure all valves are
closed.

2. IMPORTANT SAFETY

• Secure the capillary in place with the stainless steel cable

• Closed the cabin door ... this should be closed whenever there is
high pressure in the system!!!

3. Check oil levels on the intensifier and add more oil if necessary.

4. Charge the system to the gas bottle pressure of approximately 140 bars:

• be sure valves X-4 and X-7 are closed

• open valve X-3 (allows piston to be driven back)

• open valve X-5 (allows gas at inlet pressure to fill piston chamber)

• open valve X-6 SLOWLY to bring pressure vessel to inlet pressure.
(Do not change pressure faster than 40 bars per second).

5. Pressurize the system to maximum charge pressure (1.7 kbar)

• open XA-2 and XA-3 (air supply valves)
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• open AR-2 (air pressure regulator) by turning clockwise until the
first/second stage starts to “breathe,” then hold at that point
(should be ∼60-80 psi on the regulator gauge). The first/second
stage will start to drive the pressure up after “breathing” for a few
seconds. When the G-2 gauge reads 15,000 psi, slowly open X-6
to feed the pressure into the pressure vessel at a rate not to exceed
40 bars per second (Manganin gauge). While keeping the initial
pump rate semi-constant, run the first/second stage compressor
until gage G-2 reads approximately 25,000 psi. You may need
to increase the regulator to keep the pump rate constant as the
pressure increases.

• When P=25,000 psi: close X-5, AR-2, X-3, and XA-2.

6. Increase Pressure with “3rd Stage” (the piston or “intensifier”)–1st
stroke

• make sure X-5 and X-3 are closed

• open XA-1 (air supply to 3rd stage)

• turn AR-1 clockwise until the number of PSI on gauge G-1 is
1000 units greater than the number of BARS in the pressure cell.
(Note: the compression ratio of the piston is 15:1, which is nearly
the same as the pressure conversion 1bar/14.5psi. Thus, 1 psi on
gauge G-1 corresponds roughly to 1 bar in the pressure vessel).

• slowly open X-2 to gently increase the “test pressure” (the pres-
sure in the pressure vessel). You can fine tune the pressure appli-
cation by running X-6 with the other hand (X-6 is a much more
sensitive valve than X-2!) . Watch manganin gauge G-1 to monitor
the rate of pressure increase (should be less than 40 bars/sec)

• If necessary, open AR-1 further to insure that G-1 reading in PSI
is sufficient to drive piston (approximately 1000 units larger than
“test pressure” in bars.)

• Increase the pressure to the desired level, then close X-2, X-6,
AR-1, XA-1, and XA-3.
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• If end of piston stroke is reached before desired pressure is ob-
tained, perform steps outlined in “Additional Intensifier Strokes”.

7. Additional Intensifier Strokes

• Close valves X-6, X-2, AR-1, XA-1, and XA-3. Note: you will
have to make repairs to the low-pressure side of the equipment if
you do not make sure that X-6 is closed before performing the next
steps!

• Open X-3 slowly to release the drive pressure on the piston.

• Open X-5 carefully (watch the large dial pressure gauge to make
sure P does not exceed 25,000 psi) and repressurize the intensifier
volume to 25,000 psi (see “pressurize to maximum charge pres-
sure”).

• Close X-5, X-3, AR-2, and XA-2.

• Open XA-3 and XA-1, and open AR-1 until the pressure on gauge
G-1 corresponds to the pressure in the pressure vessel. Open X-2
slowly (to allow oil pressure to push on piston). Adjust AR-1 as
necessary, so that when X-2 is open, the pressure on gauge G-1
is slightly higher than the corresponding pressure in the pressure
vessel (on manganin gauge).

• Slowly open X-6 to increase the test pressure. Open AR-1 further
as necessary to smoothly increase test pressure to desired level.
(Rate of pressure change should not exceed 40 bars/sec.)

• When desired pressure level is reached, close X-6, X-2, AR-1, XA-
1, and XA-3.

• If additional strokes are required, repeat the steps in this section
(“Additional Intensifier Strokes”).

8. Release Pressure: N.B. The pressure on the first stage need not always
be released down to zero (done to avoid the chance of repriming the
pump) after every pressure application.

• If the intensifier volume is not being used as an additional room
temperature volume, then: close X-6, AR-1, XA-1. Release the
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drive pressure for the intensifier by slowly opening X-3. Next,
slowly open X-2 to release the remaining oil pressure (with X-3
still open!).

• open X-4 and release 1st/2nd stage pressure to 5000 psi or lower. If
X-5 is opened slowly before this step (assuming that the previous
step has been carried out and that X-3 is open and X-6 is closed),
then this will also release the pressure in the piston chamber.

• AT THE END OF THE EXPERIMENT: release test pressure
by opening X-7 slowly. (Do not change pressure by more than 40
bars/sec).

2.2 The CuBe Pressure Cell and Capillary

The pressure vessel is made of copper-beryllium (CuBe) by Unipress (War-
saw, Poland). It can withstand pressures up to 200,000 psi (14 kbar) at
room temperature and below. A diagram of the pressure cell is shown in
Figure 2.1. The high pressure gas (usually helium) is transmitted to the
pressure cell from the Harwood system via a flexible CuBe capillary. Elec-
trical connections are made by passing wires through pressed pyrophyllite.
(This is called the “electrical feedthrough assembly” or just “feedthrough”).
The seals between the pressure vessel and the capillary and feedthrough are
made with either brass or CuBe gaskets from Unipress or with disposable
homemade brass gaskets, coated using a soldering iron and flux with a very
thin layer of indium to improve low temperature sealing at low pressures.
Temperature is measured with platinum and germanium resistors mounted
at each end of the pressure vessel.

2.2.1 Making a Cone on the CuBe Capillary (M. Debessai, modified by N.
Hillier in 2010)

The collar at the end of the capillary should always be able to easily rotate
along the entire length of the thread. Sometimes, however, the thread can
become damaged, and the collar not rotate freely. When this occurs, the
cone and thread will need to be repaired (or completely remade in extreme
circumstances). The procedure is given below. Note that since we have
started using a torque of 40 in-lbs to attach the capillary, we have not had
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the new gold-plated pressure cell acquired in 2009.
The older cells are only very slightly different.
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any problems, but it is necessary to regularly check that the collar rotates
freely. If it starts to stick, it is best to fix it as soon as possible, to prevent
it from getting worse. In the worst case scenario, if the thread and cone
cannot be repaired, a pipe cutter will have to be used to cut off the end of
the capillary.

The capillary will need to be held stationary in a vise using a c-15 hand
held collet holder from the machine shop. As the machine shop does not
have metric collets, a 1/8” collet (which is the closest size to 3 mm) can be
used. When cutting the cone and the thread, care has to be taken not to
overtorque the capillary. Use the cone-cutting tool with gentle pressure to
start making the cone. If the cutting blade is dull, adjust the set screw on
the blade to use the sharpest edge possible or else use a new blade. Once a
small initial cone has been made, use the M3x0.5 LH HSS die (outer diameter
13/16”) to cut the thread. Previously, a 5-40 LH HSS die (outer diameter
1”) was used. The thread should be cut starting with the side of the die with
the larger initial angle. This should correspond to the side of the die with
the text on it. The die holder belonging to our lab has a small hole through
which the capillary can be threaded. This helps to ensure that a straight and
clean thread is cut. The thread needs to be made step by step by gradually
loosening the set screw on the side of the die (tightening the screw will open
up the die, resulting in a shallower thread). Use gentle pressure and turn
the die counterclockwise. Regularly try to screw the collar onto the capillary
to check how deep the thread should be. Finally, finish cutting the cone as
slowly as possible to ensure a smooth final surface. The outer diameter at
the tip of the capillary should be about 1 mm so that the sealing surface has
enough material support. It is advisable to use a small amount of oil when
cutting the cone and the thread - just make sure that the die doesn’t slip
when cutting the capillary. If the collar thread needs to be repaired, we have
two M3x0.5 LH taps that may be used. As of 2010, we have one replacement
blade for cutting the cone, one 5-40 LH HSS die, and two M3x0.5 LH HSS
dies.

When screwing the capillary into the pressure system, the collar should be
able to rotate freely. Leave about 4-5 mm between the tip of the capillary
and the front of the collar. The capillary should be tightened with a 40 in-lbs
torque using the torque wrench.
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2.2.2 Gasket Manufacture and Indium Coating

Currently (2010), gaskets purchased from Unipress are used. However, the
procedure for manufacturing our own gaskets is below. Note that, while the
gaskets from Unipress already have a thin indium coating on them, we have
found that re-coating the gaskets with indium ourselves significantly reduces
the likelihood of leaks, the procedure below for coating the gaskets should
still be used in each experiment.

Gasket manufacture is performed on the small lathe at the north end of the
student shop. (It is the only small lathe for which the reverse switch has not
been disabled). A brass rod is placed in the chuck (with about 4 cm exposed
for cutting) and the end is squared off. The rod is then turned down to a
diameter of 8.00 ±0.02 mm. Next a center drill is used to make a centered
starting hole, and then a drill less than about 1/8” in diameter is used to
make a guide hole. A final drill-hole is made with a drill diameter a few
thousandths less than the final diameter of the gasket hole. (Use drill size
B (.238”) for the “old-style” gaskets, and drill size 1/4” for the gaskets for
the newer conical feedthrough design). Finally, use the reamers to increase
the hole to its final size. (Old style: use reamers of diameter 0.242”, 0.243”,
0.244”. New style: use the reamer with diameter 0.254”.)

Use the thin lathe tool (in the box of gasket related stuff) to cut 1.5 mm (+
0.3 mm, -0.1 mm) thick gaskets from the rod one at a time. Before cutting
off each gasket, square off the end of the rod. Cut the outer and inner edges
of the gasket with a tiny 45o bevel to remove any raised edges. (To cut the
inner edge, the lathe needs to be turning in the reverse direction). Use the
abrasive green cone to further smooth the inner and outer edges; hold the
cone in your hand while the chuck is turning. In this way, all the gaskets cut
from the rod will have one finished side that should be easily identifiable.
Finally, each gasket is put in an aluminum holder so that the unfinished side
can be beveled (and smoothed with the green cone) as above. The gasket
inner diameters are checked by putting them on a stainless steel testing rod
– the wobble should be minimal (a couple thousandths oversize is probably
OK). The exact size is not so critical for the newer style conical feedthroughs
(the I.D.’s for new-style gaskets sent by Unipress from Poland spanned about
5 thousandths of an inch, which is a tolerance easily obtainable even by a
careful novice.)
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Before use in the CuBe cell, the gaskets are thinly coated with indium. There
is a small container of indium nuggets in the box of gasket stuff. Inside this
container is also a soldering tip to be used only for coating gaskets with
indium. The gaskets to be coated are first dunked in the dark brown flux
(there should be a pair of crappy looking tweezers in the gasket box that
are used for this purpose). [Note, as of 2011, we have run out of the dark
brown flux and are using a clear flux (stronger) normally used with the Cd
solder. The dark brown flux works much better though, as it is much milder
and ideally we need to find a replacement.] An indium nugget is also coated
with flux. The soldering iron is then used to melt the indium and put it on
the gaskets. When both gaskets to be used are covered with indium, remove
the excess indium with toothpicks and/or fingernails. The rule of thumb is
that if you CAN scrape off any more indium, then you SHOULD scrape off
more indium. (Removing the excess indium generally takes more time than
putting on the indium in the first place). Make sure the gaskets still fit on
the stainless steel testing piece (for testing the I.D.) – the fit will be tighter
now. Clean the gaskets with acetone, and they are now ready.

Note: Anne Klehe said that the gaskets should not be coated with indium
more than a day or so before putting them in the pressure cell.

2.2.3 Feedthroughs: Leak-Checking and Repair

After extended use, feedthroughs may start leaking. An attachment has
been developed to allow the feedthroughs to be vacuum leak-checked using
the departmental helium leak detector, stored in the glass room. Note that,
even if the feedthrough is not leaking under a vacuum, it is still possible that
it might leak under high pressures.

A jig has been constructed for rebuilding feedthroughs. However, our efforts
to rebuild feedthroughs have not yet been successful. Our present (unsuc-
cessful) remanufacture method is as follows:

1. Disassemble a feedthrough that is leaking too badly to use, or one which
does not have a sufficient number of intact wires.

2. Make sure the surfaces of the cone and feedthrough body are clean.

3. Feed the wires in the bottom hole and bring them out the top. The
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wires should be spaced evenly along the conical surface, so that the
slotted brass guide-piece fits over the top.

4. Fill in the conical cavity with loose pyrophyllite.

5. Press in the cone. Do not exceed deformation pressure of CuBe.

During an AIRAPT meeting in Warsaw, Poland in 1995, Jim Schilling
and Anne-Katrin Klehe met with a technician from Unipress and learned
little, but overheard that glycerine is somehow used. We found that
adding a small amount of glycerine to pyrophyllite turns its color pink,
as observed on the feedthroughs from Unipress.
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3. Temperature

Our group has several different cryostats for the generation of low temper-
atures. Some of them will be described briefly here. Be sure to familiarize
yourself with the entire contents of the manufacturer’s manual for whichever
cryostat is to be used.

3.1 Janis Supervaritemp Cryostat

The Janis Supervaritemp Cryostat is a typical “gas-vaporizing” cryostat.
Cryostats of this type generally consist of one or more insulation layers,
an optional liquid nitrogen chamber/layer, a liquid helium reservoir, and
a “sample tube” separate from the reservoir. Liquid helium is forced by an
overpressure in the reservoir or an under-pressure in the sample tube through
a small inlet valve (“cold valve”) from the reservoir into the sample tube.
The helium is heated by the “vaporizer / diffuser heater” (maximum current
100mA), which controls the temperature of the cryogenic vapor. This vapor
in turn heats or cools the pressure clamp and sample. The helium reservoir
of the Janis cryostat can hold about 3.5 liters of helium, and it needs to be
refilled at least once per day (it requires at least 6 liters of helium from a
dewar to fill it up).

3.1.1 Filling with LN2 and LHe [updated May 2010 by N. Hillier]

1. The cryostat’s insulating vacuum must be pumped out with the turbo
pump for at least a couple of hours (overnight is better). The vacuum
can also be pumped on by a fore pump used in conjunction with a
diffusion pump.

2. Pump out the sample tube and the helium reservoir and backfill with
helium gas to flush. Repeat this several times so that there is no
air in the system when it starts to cool. It is vital that the cryostat
vacuum is being pumped on when pumping on the reservoir in order
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Figure 3.1: Janis Cryostat
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to prevent damage. While flushing the reservoir, a plug should be
inserted where the transfer tube is usually inserted, otherwise it won’t
seal properly while pumping on the reservoir. To get rid of any air that
might have become trapped in the cold valve, it is recommended that
the cold valve be opened when the sample space is filled with helium
and the reservoir is being pumped on. The sample space balloon can
be squeezed slightly to push helium gas through the cold valve.

3. Fill the liquid nitrogen chamber with LN2 and allow it to sit overnight.
Fill slowly at first, until the hoses leading to the dewar are frozen, then
increase the rate. Since the initial boiloff rate is high, the LN2 chamber
should be refilled after a few hours before leaving it overnight. If the
cryostat vacuum is being pumped on, the temperature will reach about
150-160 K overnight. The temperature will be somewhat lower (∼
130-140 K) if the vacuum valve is closed overnight (preferred), as there
will be a greater connection between the sample space and the liquid
nitrogen. The following morning, fill up the LN2 reservoir again.

4. Measure the level of LHe in the dewar and make a note of the reading
on the recovery line gauge.

5. Turn on the Si-diode thermometer to keep track of the temperature of
the diffuser.

6. Fill the liquid helium reservoir with LHe:

If the valve to the vacuum was closed overnight, open it now.

Turn on the LHe level meter, making sure it is in the continuous update
mode.

A two-piece transfer tube is used to transfer LHe from the dewar into
the cryostat. Before inserting the transfer tubes, it is recommended
that one blow a bit of He-gas through the tubes to minimize the chance
of any moisture inside freezing out while trying to transfer LHe. Lower
the cryostat half of the transfer tube (i.e. the half with the screw-on
cap on the end) into the LHe reservoir, making sure the extension piece
on the end is firmly attached. It is best to have a slight overpressure
in the reservoir to prevent any air from getting in while inserting the
transfer tube. The transfer tube should be brought in above the top
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of the cabin wall, being careful not to hit the capillary. Having two
people do this together is advised. The end of the transfer tube should
be about 1 inch above the bottom of the reservoir. The top arm will be
resting on a wooden block, about two inches from the top of the cabin
wall. Slowly lower the dewar transfer tube (with the rubber hose on
the top end) into the dewar, making sure that the valves are open to
prevent a buildup of overpressure. Unless the dewar is almost full,
the extension will need to be attached to the end of the transfer tube.
Unfortunately, with a 100L dewar, the ceiling is not high enough to
attach this before starting to insert the transfer tube into the dewar.
It has been found that the best way to attach this is to get one person
to lower the extension partway into the dewar and to screw it on to
the transfer tube while another person holds it above the extension
vertically. To prevent accidentally dropping the extension into the
dewar, use a set of pliers that, when closed, easily fits around the main
part of the extension, allowing it to turn, while being small enough
that the extension piece cannot fall down into the dewar. Make sure
the extension piece is firmly attached and then continue to lower the
transfer tube into the dewar. To minimize boil-off while doing this,
place your finger tightly across the end of the transfer tube. When
He-oscilliations begin to occur, quickly lower the transfer tube the rest
of the way into the dewar, until it is about an inch above the bottom.
When the two arms are aligned, unscrew the cap from the end of the
cryostat transfer tube and screw the two arms together, making sure
that the O-ring locks.

Immediately after connecting the transfer tube arms together, make
sure that the LHe reservoir is open to the recovery line to prevent the
buildup of overpressure due to rapidly evaporating helium liquid. The
sample tube can also be opened to the recovery line, although this is not
as vital, as the pressure there will not start to build up until after the
cold valve is opened. Any balloon connected to the reservoir should
also be clamped off to prevent it from bursting, as the pressure will
increase very rapidly, even when open to the recovery line.

Close the relief valve on the dewar, and then use a rubber hose con-
nected from a He-gas bottle to the dewar to build up an overpressure
of 1.5-2.5 psi in the dewar. Before connecting the hose, it might be
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easiest to defrost the valve a bit using a heat gun. Watch the ping-
pong ball near the He recovery line meter. It should be about half way
up the glass column when the transfer process is started, although it
may move all the way to the top. The level of the ball will drop a bit
when liquid begins to collect at the bottom of the cryostat because less
liquid is evaporating. Try to keep the transfer rate such that the ball
stays about half-way up the tube while the liquid is transferring.

Defrost the cold valve on the cryostat using the cool setting on the
heat gun. When the LHe level reaches about 5-6 inches, open the cold
valve 1-2 turns, depending on how rapidly you would like to cool. The
pressure in the sample tube will now start increasing, so keep an eye
on the pressure, and clamp off the balloon or open the sample tube
to the recovery line if the pressure starts to get too high. Now that
the cold valve is open, the temperature at the diffuser should start to
decrease slowly, but neither this temperature nor the temperature of
the cell will start to decrease rapidly until there is an overpressure in
the reservoir compared to the sample tube.

As the LHe level approaches 10 inches, the overpressure in the dewar
can be allowed to drop to 1 psi. After reaching the maximum readable
level in the reservoir (about 10.2 inches) continue to transfer LHe for
another minute.

7. Stop the transfer of LHe by venting the dewar to reduce the overpres-
sure. When the overpressure drops to a safe level (approximately <
0.5 psi), disconnect the two arms of the transfer tube, quickly placing
the cap on the end of the cryostat transfer tube. Replace the clamped
rubber hose on the top end of the dewar transfer tube.

8. Switch the LHe level meter to “sample / hold” mode to conserve helium.

9. Start pumping on the sample tube with the Balzer’s rotary pump by
opening the needle valve about one turn. Due to the slight overpres-
sure in the reservoir, LHe will start to transfer into the sample tube.
The diffuser temperature will rapidly decrease, and the cell / sample
temperature will also start to come down fairly rapidly. Depending
on how the reservoir and sample tube are connected to the pump and
recovery line, it may be possible to start this earlier, so long as you will
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not be pumping on the recovery line. Rate of temperature decrease
can be controlled using cold valve, needle valve, and heaters.

10. Pull the cryostat transfer tube to the top of the cryostat so that only
a few inches at the end are still inside the cryostat. If there is no
pressure in the cell, the transfer tube can be removed completely if
desired. Otherwise, rest the arm of the transfer tube on a wire to hold
it in place. Remove the dewar transfer tube from the helium dewar.
To remove the extension, use the pliers again to prevent dropping it and
then use a heat gun to defrost / warm the joint where it attaches. The
joint should then be warm enough to unscrew by hand while another
person holds the remaining length of the transfer tube.

11. Measure the helium level in the dewar and note the reading on the
recovery system meter.

12. If cooling through the melting curve of helium, be sure to slow down
the cooling significantly and check that the temperature gradients are
correct.

3.1.2 Operating the Janis Cryostat

The following sections give instructions for sweeping temperature with the
cryostat through various temperature ranges between 1.2 K and room tem-
perature. Initially, the pressure cell was positioned so that the bottom of the
pressure cell is 0.5” - 2.0” from the vaporizer. As of Feb 2010, an adaptor
was added to the Janis cryostat so that the capillary and baffles do not have
to be adjusted when switching back and forth between the closed-cycle sys-
tem and the Janis cryostat. The bottom of the pressure cell is now about
4” above the vaporizer. No problems have been found between 1.5 and 20
K when operating the cryostat with the cell at this position.

3.1.3 Operation below 4.2 K [updated May 2010 by N. Hillier]

For temperatures below 4.2 K, the vaporizer / diffuser heater should be
turned off. When the temperature is ∼ 4 K, open the cold valve 2 turns
to allow LHe to start collecting at the bottom of the sample tube. After
several minutes, close the needle valve all the way. At ambient pressure,
sufficient LHe should collect in about 3-5 minutes, while at higher pressures,
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the needle valve may need to be open 8-10 minutes. Some experimentation
will be required. If not enough LHe collects on the bottom, very low tem-
peratures cannot be achieved and/or the temperature gradient across the cell
will fluctuate significantly, giving inconsistent measurements. On the other
hand, you do not want to waste helium by transferring more than required.
In addition, having more LHe than required will mean that it will take a long
time for you to get your temperature back above 4.2 K later. To ensure that
LHe transfers into the sample tube, it is best to have a slight overpressure in
the reservoir. This can be achieved by pumping slightly on the sample tube
using the Balzer’s rotary pump. Use the needle valve outside the cabin to
regulate the pressure. At this time, the needle valve should not need to be
opened any more than one full turn.

After closing the cold valve completely to stop the LHe transfer, the pressure
in the sample tube should be about 1 atmosphere (you may have to wait a
few minutes), and the temperature should be somewhere between 3.8 and
4.2 K. You can now start to slowly cool down the cell by gradually opening
the needle valve, which controls the pumping rate of the Balzer’s pump. As
the pressure decreases, so too will the temperature. As the sample begins
to cool, the temperature gradient across the cell will equilibrate - gradients
between 10-30 mK are typical. At higher pressures, opening the needle valve
very slightly will result in a rapid pressure decrease, while at lower pressures,
the valve will need to be opened more with each adjustment. I (Narelle)
found it easiest to sit near the needle valve and watch the pressure gauge,
opening the valve whenever necessary to ensure that the sample tube pressure
continued to decrease. Temperature was checked regularly to ensure that
everything was behaving as expected. As the pressure and temperature
have a well-established relationship, however, the temperature can generally
be estimated fairly accurately from the pressure (see Figure 3.2). To achieve
the lower temperatures once the needle valve has been opened all the way, the
ball valve connecting the Balzer’s pump to the sample tube should be opened
for greater pumping power. In this way, temperatures of about 1.55K can
be achieved. Presumably, lower temperatures down to about 1.2-1.3 K can
be achieved by using the large roots pump, but as of May 2010 this has not
been tested.

Once the lowest desired temperature has been reached, there are two options.
If a warming measurement is desired, the needle valve can be closed slowly
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to allow the pressure and temperature to gradually increase. I (Narelle) was
only able to get consistent measurements in this way it I opened the cold valve
slightly ( ∼ 1/4 turn ). Once a temperature of 3.6-3.7 K has been reached
(the needle valve should still be open about 1/2 turn), the cold valve can be
opened to ∼ 1/3 turn; The measurement can be then proceed as described
in the following section. The advantage with a warming measurements is
that data can be collected across 4.2 K. For a cooling measurement, it is
really only possible to get data below about 4.1-4.2 K. Keep in mind when
warming, however, that the temperature will likely hang at ∼ 4.2 K while the
remaining LHe in the sample tube boils off. If a warming measurement is not
desired, the needle valve can be closed completely and the pump turned off.
The sample tube should then be opened to the recovery line to prevent an
overpressure from building up. Vent the pump immediately after shutting
it off. The temperature will immediately increase by a degree or two, but
might take a couple of hours to pass 4.2 K. On a side note, if the Balzer’s
pump is shut off, it will probably not turn able to be turned back on for
another 30-45 minutes, after it has cooled down a bit.

3.1.4 Operation 4.2 - 20 K [updated May 2010 by N. Hillier]

Use only the vaporizer heater (rather than the heaters wound directly on
the pressure cell). Hook up a temperature controller to the Si-Diode ther-
mometer (which measures temperature at the vaporizer). Do not exceed
the maximum power capability of the heater (100 mA, see Janis cryostat
manual). After cooling the sample tube to about 4 K, open (or close) the
vaporizer valve so that it is open approximately 1/3 of a turn to begin. Some
experimentation with the ramping rate of the temperature controller set-
point and with the setting of the vaporizer valve will probably be necessary
to reduce temperature gradients between the top and bottom of the pressure
vessel. If necessary, control the heater power manually to reduce the tem-
perature gradient. Craig Looney, Anne Klehe, and N. Hillier found that the
temperature gradients are easier to control if the measurement is made while
warming rather than cooling. If controlling the temperature manually (when
warming), successful measurements can usually be achieved by keeping the
diffusion heater temperature about 0.5 K above the sample temperature.
Low temperature gradients ∼ 20 − 30 mK should be achievable. In order
to hold the temperature at a constant temperature (as opposed to slowly
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Figure 3.2: Plot of typical temperature vs. sample space pressure for slow
cooling measurements below 4 K in the Janis cryostat.
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warming the system) it will be necessary to open the vaporizer valve further.

3.1.5 Operation above 20 K

Above 20 K, it is often necessary to heat the cell directly in addition to
or instead of heating the vaporizer, depending on the exact temperature
range and the desired warming rate. One successful strategy is to ramp
the pressure cell temperature (using a temperature controller on one of the
platinum thermometers on the cell) and to manually control the vaporizer
heater to minimize the temperature gradient between the top and bottom of
the cell. (If the vaporizer temperature lags too far behind the pressure cell
temperature, the bottom of the cell will be colder than the top of the cell).
With experimentation, it is possible find a constant current (or power) to
use with the vaporizer to achieve nearly gradient free operation over a 20 K
temperature range. A good starting point for the vaporizer valve is to have
it open 1/5 turn. (In order to hold a constant temperature it is necessary to
open the valve further).

A promising (but never attempted as of this writing 9/96) ramping strategy
would be to use two temperature controllers (one on the pressure cell and
one on the vaporizer) and ramp them at the same rate. This should insure
that temperature gradients would be minimal.

3.1.6 Fixed Temperature Annealing

The cell can be held at a fixed temperature by regulating the temperature of
one of the platinum thermometers on the pressure cell with a temperature
controller. One must be careful that the cooling power is sufficient and
that the helium will not run out for the duration of the annealing. For
temperatures above 200 K or so, the temperature can be held constant for
several hours even when there is no overpressure on the bath (and thus no
helium flowing through the vaporizer).

3.2 Cryomagnetics Magnet Cryostat

This cryostat is also of the gas-vaporizing design, and the operation is very
similar to that of the Janis cryostat. The major differences are that the he-
lium reservoir contains a superconducting magnet and holds an order of mag-
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nitude more helium. The vaporizer has a carbon-glass thermometer rather
than a Si-diode, as a carbon-glass thermometer is only slightly affected by
high magnetic fields. The same general techniques for sweeping and holding
temperature in the Janis cryostat apply to the Cryomagnetics cryostat. See
the Magnet Cryostat manual for details on the cooldown procedure and the
operation of the superconducting magnet.

3.3 Balzers/Cryomagnetics Closed Cycle Cryo-Cooler

This section gives a brief description of how to make Tc measurements (i.e.,
temperature sweeps) with the helium pressure vessel in the Cryo-Cooler, seen
in Figure 3.3. Before operating the Cryo-Cooler, be sure to read the manuals
for the cryostat, coldhead, and compressor.

3.3.1 Cooling Down

The pressure vessel is suspended from the capillary so that it hangs in the
tail of the cryostat (in the portion where the walls are copper). The optimal
position has not yet been determined, and might not even be critical. The
cryostat vacuum is pumped out with the turbo or diffusion pump, and the
pressure vessel has been pumped out and backfilled with an atmosphere or
more of helium. To begin cooling, make sure the chilled water valves leading
to and from the compressor are opened, then flip on the 3 switches on the
compressor from right to left (to turn on the overall power, the compressor,
and the coldhead, in that order). After approximately 30 seconds, the com-
pressor and coldhead will begin running. It takes about 3.5 hours to cool the
pressure cell to 5 K (the time is pretty much the same for 1 bar or 10,000
bars).

To turn off the cooling power, the 3 switches are flipped in reverse order
(coldhead, compressor, power). However, if the coldhead will be off for less
than an hour, the compressor should be left on. (The compressor cooling
cycle operates only when the compressor is on, so it is best not to turn the
compressor OFF more than once per hour).
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Figure 3.3: Closed cycle cryostat.
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Sweeping Temperature for Tc measurements

Previously, the cold-head would be kept running below ˜30-40K, and the
temperature of the coldhead would be regulated using a temperature con-
troller or by manually adjusting heater currents. At the time, we only had
one heater near the cold-head. This ”second-stage heater” is 50 Ohms and
has a maximum power of 25 Watts. In 2008, an additional 150 Ohm heater,
typically referred to as the ”new heater,” was added to the system. The
addition of this heater means that more control over the temperature can be
achieved and that the coldhead can be left running for measurements below
100K. (It might be possible to leave the coldhead running at temperatures
higher than this, but this has not been tested.) Each of these heaters can
be controlled seperately. If a temperature controller is being used, the tem-
perature on the Si-diode thermometer at the coldhead should be measured,
and heat applied to either one of the heaters. Narelle found it easier to
manually control both heaters at the same time. Note that the vibration of
the coldhead can cause a 7-fold increase in the noise level. This should not
be much of a problem for routine measurements, but could cause a problem
with tiny samples or samples with broad transitions. The severity of the
problem can be reduced by ramping at an extremely slow rate (5 K/hour or
so) and averaging the data over 25-100 mK temperature intervals. It seems
to work best to ramp up in temperature rather than down in temperature.
Typical temperature gradients between the top and bottom of the pressure
vessel are around 50 mK.

At higher temperature ranges, it works well to shut off the compressor and let
the system warm up by itself, or with the aid of the temperature controller
ramping the coldhead heater. (Ramping the coldhead heater helps to over-
come the initial sluggish warmup rate for the first hour after the compressor
has been turned off). The 25 watt limit of the 50-ohm heater is not high
enough to ramp the heater against the cooling power of the coldhead above
50-60 K.

The pressure vessel temperature can be swept from 50 K to room temper-
ature in about 3 hours with less than 1K gradient by turning off the cold-
head/compressor and ramping a temperature controller directly attached to
the pressure vessel (i.e. measuring temperature at the pressure cell and ap-
plying power to a heater on or surrounding the pressure cell.)
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3.3.2 Fixed temperature Operation

Below 50 K or so, it works well to regulate the temperature at the coldhead
(with a temperature controller) while the coldhead/compressor is on. Above
50 K or so, the coldhead and compressor should still be on, but it becomes
necessary to regulate the temperature directly at the pressure cell. In this
case, substantial temperature gradients arise because the cold head can be
tens or hundreds of degrees colder than the cell. (The gradient is about 6
K at room temperature for this type of operation, at equilibrium). The
gradient can be reduced by using a second temperature controller on the
coldhead, or by winding a heater on the pressure cell (or on a copper tube
surrounding the pressure cell) which applies more heat to the top of the cell
than the bottom of the cell. (The coldhead couples to the cryostat near the
top of the cryostat tail, which will always be closer to the top of the pressure
cell than the bottom).

3.4 Manganin Gauge Calibration by Melting Curve

(M. Debessai May 2005)

Pm = a + bT
C
m

Where a, b, and c are constants obtained from Grily and Mills data which
were reported to within about 0.5% (I.L. Spain and S. Segell, Cryogenics,
February 1971)

Pm = 17.25 + 16.979T
1.5554
m

Data for pressure versus temperature were obtained keeping the temperature
difference between the top and bottom Germanium thermometer about 1K
for both cooling down and warming up. In cooling down the bottom tem-
perature was used to calculate the pressure as it freezes first and the top
temperature was used when it was completely frozen. In warming up the
reverse was implemented.

Cooling down
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Temp (K) Calculated Manganin %
(Top, Bottom) Pressure (Bars) Gauge Reading Diff.

(39.891, 38.820) 5047 5183 2.6
5264* 1.6

(38.732, 37.699) 5029 5107 1.5
(40.065, 38.967) 5076 5173 1.9

5300* 2.5
(38.955, 37.876) 5074 5099 0.5

* The top temperature was used for comparison purposes and deviation
range of manganin gauge

Warming Up

Temp (K) Calculated Manganin %
(Top, Bottom) Pressure (Bars) Gauge Reading Diff.

(39.195, 37.891) 5123 5108 0.3
(40.551, 39.417) 5168 5179 0.2
(39.368, 38.209) 5158 5099 1.2
(40.689, 39.522) 5189 5169 0.4

The original Harwood calibration from the early 1990’s is thus seen to agree
with this calibration check to better than 3%.
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4. Electrical Resistivity and AC-Susceptibility

4.1 Electrical Resistivity ρ

ρ(T, P ) is measured with a standard 4-wire arrangement. That is, one pair
of wires is attached to the sample to apply a measurement current, and a
second pair of leads is attached to the sample for the purpose of measuring
the voltage drop. The resistance is then calculated by dividing the voltage
measured by the applied current. The use of separate pairs of leads for
current and voltage insures that only the sample resistance is measured. (In
a “2-wire measurement”, the resistance measured would be that of the sample
plus that of the leads.)

To make resistivity measurements in the He-gas system, a platform is at-
tached to the 1.2 mm diameter threaded rod at the top of the feedthrough.
Feedthrough wires are then attached to the current and voltage leads of the
sample. For details about making electrical contacts to high temperature
superconductors, see Jack Ekin’s review article (“Experimental Techniques
for Low-Temperature Measurement”, Chapter 8 “Sample Contacts”).

4.2 AC-Susceptibility

AC-susceptibility is a very handy method for measuring superconducting
transitions because no contacts to the sample are required and because there
is essentially no temperature dependence of the normal state ac-susceptibililty.
For a sintered (polycrystalline) sample, the AC-susceptibility method allows
one to distinguish between the intrinsic superconductivity of the grains and
the intergranular superconductivity of the bulk sample.
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4.2.1 Measurement Principles

(This section taken nearly verbatim from Anne’s thesis). The magnetic
susceptibility of the sample can be expressed as

χ = χ
′
+ iχ

′′

where χ′ and χ′′ are the real (in phase with applied magnetic field) and
imaginary (90◦ out of phase with the applied magnetic field) parts of the
susceptibility, respectively.

The induced voltage U = U ′+ iU ′′ is measured with a two phase lock-in am-
plifier (such as SR830 Lock-in Amplifier). For a negligible demagnetization
factor D, χ′ and χ′′ can be calculated from U ′ and U ′′, respectively:

χ′, χ′′ =
U ′′,−U ′

α · n · ω ·B0 · V

where

U ′,U ′′ = measured induced voltages
α = geometric factor of coil system (∼ 0.9 for our coil)
n = number of turns per unit length of secondary coils
ω = angular frequency of applied B-field
B0 = magnitude of applied B-field
V = sample volume.

Description of a superconducting transition in a HTSC

The superconducting properties of a sintered superconductor depend on its
intragranular (individual grain) properties as well as on its intergranular
(coupling between grains) properties. It is known that both effects contribute
to the signal of the ac-susceptibility in χ′ as well as in χ′′.

When cooling a superconductor through its superconducting transition tem-
perature, initially only the grains become superconducting. They begin to
expel the magnetic field from their interior except for an outer shell of a
thickness approximately equal to the penetration depth λ. (λ is the length
over which the magnetic field decays exponentially from the surface into the
interior of a superconductor). λ decreases with temperature to a material
specific length λ(0), thus increasing the fraction of the grains that supercon-
duct. In HTSCs, λ can be quite large (λab ∼ 0.6 µm for Y123 at 80K). If
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the grain size is comparable or smaller than λ, only partial shielding of the
grains can be observed. Thus grains of fully superconducting samples will
not show 100% shielding if their grain size is too small compared to their
penetration length.

The energy necessary to expel the magnetic field from the interior of the
grains can sometimes be seen in a small loss peak in χ00(T ). The exact
temperature of this loss peak, its width and height, depend on the critical
intragranular current density, the grain size and the penetration depth λ.

The grain contacts in the sample behave as a second superconductor mixed
into the sample that has a slightly lower superconducting onset tempera-
ture than the individual grains themselves. A further decrease in χ0 can be
observed due to the onset of shielding over the grain-contacts and voids in
the sinter. This part of the transition is commonly accompanied by a loss
peak in χ00(T ). The intragranular part of the transition shows in general a
strong dependence on the magnetic field even at ambient fields (several Oe).
This difference in field dependence can be used to separated the intergranular
from the intragranular part of the transition. Another way to separate them
is grinding the sintered sample down to its grain size. Only the intragranular
part of the transition will remain in χ0(T ) and χ00(T ).

It is important to separate the intragranular and intergranular parts of the
transition (by varying the applied B-field, for example) because their behavior
can differ strongly under pressure. For example, Bi2Sr2−xLaxCuO6+δ showed
almost no intragranular pressure dependence while the intergranular part
showed a strongly negative pressure dependence of −6K/GPa.

4.2.2 Measurement setup and AC coil system

See Ph.D. theses of Sieburger, Klehe and Looney.
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5. Winding a Coil System for AC Susceptibility

5.1 Updated method

The current (2011) Helium-Gas coil varies very slightly from that described
below, but the technique is basically the same, so be sure to read the origi-
nal instructions below. Notable changes (these will make more sense after
reading the section) include

• Both the primary and secondary coils are wound using 60 µm wire.

• Secondary coils ... 6 layers

• Primary coils ... 6 layers

• Balancing ... oscillator frequency 1023 Hz, oscillator voltage corre-
sponding to current giving desired field

5.2 A little background on the author

Eric Kline wrote this section in January 2000 from the experiences he gained
after winding two coil-systems for the Helium-Gas experiment. He explained
that this process is long and involved, but not difficult in entirety. He says
that only fifteen minutes or less of time out of every hour spent on the process
is difficult, but that you should expect thirty hours of work to complete the
coil, that is, if nothing happens to break along the way. Expect to have
delays, because they are unavoidable, even if you never do anything wrong —
that is just the nature of the 30 µm wire.

5.3 Overview of the whole process

Below is a first look at the steps involved in winding a coil-system. You will
be winding two pick-up coils (called secondaries) that will generate an EMF
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from the flux produced by the outer coil coaxial with the secondaries (called
the primary). We connect the two coils so that the total EMF produced is
zero, usually by winding a right-handed coil connected in succession with a
left-handed coil so that the current flows only in one direction. This type
coil-system will give zero signal with no sample and then generate a signal
when the magnetic field inside one of the coils is disturbed — by the presence
of a sample — relative to the other. This disturbance will then result in an
incomplete cancellation of the induced voltages. The remaining signal results
from the sample, not the experimental apparatus.

Overview of the steps involved

1. Initial preparations

2. The secondaries

3. The primary

4. Balancing

5. Making the pins

6. Teflon

Now that you’ve read the theory, time to experience reality. Don’t expect to
wind the perfect coil on your first try, even an adequate one. The materials
have enough variables themselves to disgruntle even the strongest of wills,
and that is totally disregarding the manual dexterity of the person doing the
work. You will learn to deal with the frustration and quirks of using the
30 µm wire. And of course there is the boredom of seeing turn after turn
of copper wire roll onto another layer of copper wire. The kicker is that all
the things that you forgot about do come back to haunt you. For this last
reason, this description has many minute details that you probably will do
unconsciously.

Please do read this whole chapter before attempting a new coil. There is a
tendency for step 5 to follow step 4 only chronologically and not substantively.
For that matter, step 5 might not have any particular connection to steps
6-14. However, step 15 may simply not be possible without step 5. At that
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point, my guess is that you will have to backtrack to step 3, wasting 10 hours
of work in the process. Get it?

Take your time, don’t rush, and think several steps ahead. Sing along to the
radio to kill the boredom.

Raw Materials

• Vespel (DuPont) holder

• 30 micron (30 µm) insulated Copper wire

• 60 micron (60 µm) insulated Copper wire

• Krazy Glue

• Non-superconducting solder (currently Sn-In solder)

• Soldering flux (mild acidic)

• Standard Pb-Sn solder

• Masking tape

• “Silver” tape (Pressure sensitive tape)

• Acetone

• Kimwipes

• Q-tips

Tools

• Dental Picks, set of 4

• Tweezers, 2

• Sliders (solder bent into “U” shape), 3

• Fine-tipped permanent marker, preferably black

• Razor blade, sharp or new

• Soldering iron, with large tip
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• Lead-free tip for soldering-iron

• Wooden toothpick

Devices and equipment

• Fluorescent light with stretch arm

• Winding machine with counter

• Stereo Microscope

• Stand for holding spool elevated

• Digital multimeter

• Lock-in Amplifier

• Coaxial cables (∼1 meter), 2

• Coax-to-Banana plugs, 2

5.4 Preparing to start winding

1. If no coil-holder is available, get the machine shop to make a coil-
system holder out of Vespel to our normal specifications. Jim Schilling
will have the Vespel. The drawing for the coil-holder can be seen in
Figure 5.1. (FYI: If ordering more Vespel, ask for type “SB1” (brown)
from DuPont.)

2. Inspect the holder for any obvious manufacturing errors, e.g. cracks,
warping, chips, holes not through, etc.

3. Look at the walls and corners on the holder to make sure that they are
square, even when viewed with maximum magnification on the stereo
microscope. If the corners are not “right angles,” take a sharp razor
blade and gently shape, not carve, the base by lightly scraping. Vespel
is easily machinable — translation: SOFT — so be careful not to cut
through the thin base of the secondary’s groove.
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Figure 5.1: Drawing of the coil-holder for the He-Gas system. The two sec-
ondary coils are wound about the two 4 mm indentations, while the primary
coil (16 mm long) is wound on top of the secondaries.
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4. Create the “protecting grooves” on each end of the holder. This is a
deviation from previous coil-systems in that the past versions had no
such grooves. As you will discover, 90o kinks significantly weaken the
30 µm wire, hence the reason for winding a replacement coil-system.
Back to the procedure. Take a sharp razor and scratch an L-shaped
groove from the outer edge of the secondary channel up to the top of
the wall containing the pin holes. This scratch mark need not be deep,
nor particularly wide; the mark need only be big enough to contain two
30 µm wires, that’s all. [See picture]

5. Thoroughly clean the holder. Use the ultrasonic cleaner with an ace-
tone wash if necessary. (Unless left for soaking for hours, the Vespel
holder is chemically impervious to acetone.)

6. Slip the holder onto the counter, open end first, and do not remove
the silver tape from the counter (it is a spacer). The other end of the
holder has threads that do not fit over the tape. Then set the counter
on the microscope stage, and set the spool holder (a long screwdriver
clamped to a stand) about an inch behind the microscope stage. Align
the screwdriver parallel to the stage.

7. Place the fluorescent lamp under the microscope body and angle the
head to illume the holder. Using a fluorescent light, and not a filament
lamp, helps to discern one winding from another and to give a sense of
depth as to discern layer from layer. The long, tubular light also helps
to give a more uniform field of view.

Take your time, don’t rush, and think several steps ahead.

5.5 Secondaries

NOTE: There is quite a bit to say about this process, yet it involves rela-
tively few formal steps.

1. String off 4-8 inches of the 30 µm wire. You will wind on the secondary
channel to the left (if the numbers on the counter are right side up).

2. Use ∼1 mm wide piece of silver tape to tape the 30 µm wire to the
base of the holder while leaving 3-5 inches of free wire. Try to make
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the starting point of the coil coincide with the groove you just cut.
Otherwise, why did you cut the groove?

3. Before starting to wind, take a 1” x 1/2” strip of silver tape and stick
it to the microscope stage then remove it. Weird? Sure, but you need
to remove just a little “stick” from the tape, otherwise you will not be
able to pull the 30 µm wire out of the glue. You will be reminded of
this step later.

4. Before starting to wind, take the loose wire and tape it to the brass
cylinder using the above piece of silver tape. Try to keep the 30 µm
wire from flopping around too much. Use the piece of silver tape to
tape the wire down in several places, just make sure not to kink the
wires or cross them. Headaches will await those who kink and cross
wires, trust me.

5. Ask the question, “Will any wires turn into a rat’s nest while winding?”
If you answer yes, fix it now. Otherwise, gently set either 1 or 2 sliders
(bent pieces of solder) onto the wire between the holder and the spool,
therefore putting some tension on the wire. There is some debate about
how many sliders to use: 2 gives you a tight coil, but at a higher risk
of breakage; 1 is safe, but gives a much looser coil.

6. Finally, wind the coil so that the counter increases with more windings
on the first layer. You will wind seven layers, alternating winding
directions with each new layer. Record the number of windings per
layer.
Tough? Sometimes. Mainly this step is just tedious. Expect to get no
more than 120 windings per hour worked. This would be a good time
to read the “observations” section for hints about how to proceed.

7. After the seventh layer is complete, keep the sliders on. You will glue
the wire in just a minute, but you need to do it right or you will need
to tear off the secondary and start afresh. OK? We use the glue to
make a protective shellac, and wherever the wire ends is where it will
be, permanently.

From personal experience, if you end up gluing the wire in the wrong
place as it comes off the coil, you have to live with it. Those errors
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propagate, and not to mention it, shorten the life of the coil.

8. Test the Krazy Glue to see how thick it is. If it is gooey, you will need
to buy some more ($1.50 at Target, and yes, we need Krazy Glue brand
glue). Because we are using the Krazy glue in a way never intended,
it needs to be thin, almost runny. Also try to get the hang of putting
only 1 drop of glue on something.

9. Once you have practiced at 1 drop at a time, drip 1 drop onto the
middle of the secondary coil. Take one of the dental picks and gently
smooth the glue from the middle of the coil out to the sides. Try not
to get too much glue on the edges, because that will make the wire
too-well affixed to the Vespel (you will understand this later as you
start to wind the primary).

10. Let the glue dry for at least an hour, preferably two hours. The glue
will initially set after a few minutes, but the glue will fully harden for
several hours. After this time period, cut the 30 µm wire so to leave 3”-
5” inches of wire free. Tape this free wire into the same “slightly-used”
piece of silver tape on the brass cylinder as you did the first.

11. Make masking tape flags for each of the wires and place them an inch
or so from the free end of the wire. You will need to identify the wires
later, and you can’t see through the primary. Although the initial flags
are temporary, they should be only a couple of millimeters square (when
folded) so to not weigh down the wires. Record whatever numbering
scheme you use.

12. Measure the resistance of the coil. Solder (regular solder) the wires
to one of the connecting BNC terminals on the winding platform and
connect that BNC terminal to a handheld multimeter. (This checks for
continuity of the wire — if the resistance is in the MΩ region, then the
coil is broken, forcing a rewind.) Record this resistance value.

NOTE: Soldering the secondary wires onto the little breadboards can be
somewhat irritating. Before jumping to any conclusions, make sure and
double-check that the soldering joint is good. If you get no reading, the
problem is likely not in the wire, but in the soldering joint.
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5.5.1 The other secondary

One coil down, one to go. The other secondary is similar, but not exactly
the same. The only difference is in the setup and takedown.

1. Use ∼1 mm wide piece of silver tape to tape the 30 µm wire to the base
of the holder on the right side of the right channel while leaving 3-5
inches of free wire. Try to make the starting point of the coil coincide
with the groove.

2. Unlike the first, you will not tape the excess wire to the brass cylinder.
Instead, you will loosely wind the excess wire around the external sec-
tion of the holder and silver tape the wire down near the end. Try to
keep it neat and to not cross wires.

3. At this point, wind the seven layers as you did with the other secondary
coil. This coil only differs from the first by the initial starting direction.

4. Glue the secondary with the same techniques. Let dry and then cut
the 30 µm wire to leave 3-5 inches of free wire. Sound familiar?

5. Make the masking tape flags and record your numbering system.

6. Measure the resistance value of this secondary coil and write that num-
ber down.

7. Now for a new trick. Gently unwrap the wire taped around the exterior
of the holder. Bring the two free secondary wires together and position
them so that the primary coil pushes the two 30 µm wires into the
protecting groove — by all means, do not push them in yourself! The
wires are too delicate.

8. Once the wires are positioned above the groove, take a two inch piece
of 60 µm Cu wire and rather loosely wind it around the two 30 µm
wires above the groove. Then use a ∼1 mm wide, ∼1.5 cm long piece of
silver tape to tape the secondary wires to the highest ring of the holder
(see picture). Otherwise the silver tape will obstruct the primary, and
the primary can not have any tape beneath it.

9. Gently wind the two secondary wires around the exterior of the holder
and tape down near the ends of the wires.
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5.6 Winding the primary

This part will go by rather quickly since the wires are much more durable
than the secondary wires, 60 µm instead of 30 µm wire. You also have to
wind four layers, not seven.

1. Replace the spool of 30 µm wire with the spool of 60 µm wire.

2. Before adding any turns of the wire, take a two inch piece of 60 µm
wire and gently wrap it around the groove. This is an easy trick for
holding the secondary wires in place as you start to wind the primary.

3. Start the wire on the left side of the holder. You might be able to
use an existing piece of silver tape to anchor the 60 µm wire down.
Otherwise, replace the silver tape that holds down the secondary wires
with a new, slightly larger piece. From experience, using one piece of
tape to hold down both sets of wire is more beneficial than only one
piece (more helpful during balancing).

4. Put three sliders on the 60 µm wire one at a time.

5. Wind two or three turns of wire onto the holder. If the secondaries are
not in the groove, Gently push them into it before continuing.

6. Continue winding the first layer. Take care in crossing over the secon-
daries so not to tension the loose wires of the secondaries. In general,
this layer will be pretty ugly, but try to keep it somewhat level. Record
the number of windings.

7. Be careful to make the change-of-direction turn at the right end as flat
as possible; sacrifice neatness for flatness if necessary. You will not be
able to insert the pins (later) if you make that end of the primary too
high!

8. Wind the remaining three layers, noting the height restriction on the
right end. Winding the last three layers goes pretty quickly relative to
the secondary.

9. Glue the primary after finishing winding. Use the same techniques as
for the secondaries.
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10. Before cutting the wire, realize that you will need about 12” of free
wire. Ridiculous, sure, but you may need all of that length to balance
the coil system.

Note: If the resistance values of the two secondary coils differ by more than
two or three ohms, you might want to leave even more wire, say almost two
feet. Seriously.

5.7 Balancing

In this part of the process, you use a lock-in amplifier to balance voltages in
the secondaries induced by the primary. Since the secondaries are inaccessible
under the primary, you must compensate by adding more turns of the primary
directly above one secondary.

1. Set up a lock-in amplifier on a table with lots of open space. Make sure
this table has plenty of light, because you won’t have the microscope
to see the small wires.

2. Unwind the secondary wires around the exterior of the holder. Free
all wires taped to the brass cylinder of the winding device. You will
need the wires to be slack in this step; ideally, you will move only the
primary wires, so the ”rats nest” effect should be minimal.

3. Pull the holder off the winding device. Set it on the wood base, but
keep it close. Use masking tape to tape a wooden toothpick to the steel
pin (what the holder was on). Push the holder onto the toothpick.
Explanation: The steel pin will warp the magnetic field inside the
holder, prohibiting a true measure of induced voltages in the secon-
daries.

4. Connect the two secondaries together by soldering one open end from
each secondary coil to the breadboard without a BNC connection.
Record the numbers of the two wires joined. This is a first guess.

5. Solder the primary wires to a breadboard with a BNC connection at-
tached. Check the resistance (and continuity) at each of the BNC’s
and resolder connections as necessary. The resistance of the connected
secondaries should nearly equal the sum of the individual resistances.
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In general, it is a good idea to check the continuity at the BNC every
time you reconnect the wires to the breadboards.

6. Test your guess by measuring the induced voltage with one of the lock-
in amplifiers, the EG&G model 5210 from the He-Gas system or the
Standford Research Systems model SR830 from the DAC (whichever is
not in use).
Setup: Secondaries on channel A; the primary to the oscillator out; 12
dB slope, 1s time constant, bandpass filter, low reserve, 0.2 V oscillator
output, 507.0 Hz oscillator frequency, 511 Hz filter. You will change
the phase by 90 degrees to find the largest value of the induced voltage.
Focus your interest on this voltage number.

If you measure some signal in the millivolt range (around 300mV),
you chose the wrong set of secondary wires. Swap the ends of one coil
and remeasure. You should get something in the microvolt range.

7. Before starting to add any new primary windings, unsolder both the
primary wires. Do this every time you add/remove windings from here
on.

8. Take the longest piece of primary, pick a secondary coil (I like to use
the one on the left), and put a few windings of the primary on top of
the chosen secondary. The kicker is that if you try to spin the brass
cylinder, you will only confuse all the wires together and maybe break
the secondaries — remember the secondaries are still soldered to the
breadboards! I like to use a dental pick to feed the wire around the
still-soldered wires.

9. Take a ∼1 mm wide, 5-7 mm long piece of masking tape and secure
the new windings to the holder by taping across them. You must use
masking tape! This strip will probably stay on the holder permanently.

10. Measure the induced voltage on the LIA. Initially, if you see a significant
improvement (a large reduction in voltage), add a few more and retest.
If the signal initially gets worse (more induced voltage), unwind the new
windings — the windings are in the wrong direction. Wind in the other
direction.
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Can you see a trend? This balancing process is iterative guesswork
at best at first. If the individual resistances of the secondaries differ
only by an ohm or two, you can expect 4-8 additional windings. If the
resistances differ by more than two ohms, expect to have to put lots of
windings, maybe 14 or so. (See the reason for the overly long primary
end?)

11. Once the signal has begun to decrease, add windings three at a time
until the signal starts to get worse. At that point, you will need to
remove windings (you went too far). At this point you will start to
remove fractions of windings (half a turn, eight tenths of a turn, etc.)
until you reduce the signal to nearly zero.

12. When you find a minimum induced voltage, look at where the wire
comes off the holder; take note of that position and a few landmarks.
Then take a ∼1 mm x 5 mm strip of masking tape and tape the wire
so that the wire does not move from the position of minimum signal,
otherwise the wire will unwrap and you will lose your balancing.

13. While holding/securing the last strip of masking tape, pull the primary
wire to the right so that it makes a right angle with the tape strip (if
the tape strip lies perpendicularly across the windings). Forgetting to
do this will worsen your balancing by effectively adding/decreasing the
fractional part of the turn, maybe a 50 nV effect.

5.8 Making the pins

This section deals with constructing the pins that connect the coils to external
wiring, not just making the pins themselves.

1. Unsolder all connections to the breadboards, noting again which two
secondary wires are soldered together.

2. Take the coil system off the toothpick; remove the toothpick from the
winding machine.

3. Replace the coil system on the winding machine. (You will need a
strong, stationary platform for this step, and the toothpick just won’t
do.)
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4. Look at the holes in the right side of the holder. See if the primary
obscures any part of the hole. If the hole is somewhat obscured, you
will have to use a smaller diameter wire for the posts. From experience,
the larger the diameter wire, the easier it will be to solder to. The
largest diameter wire I’ve used was a .534 mm insulated copper wire;
the smallest was a 140 µm insulated copper wire.

5. Make about ten 6mm long pins with the insulation scraped off both
ends to reveal the copper wire. You will only use 5 in the holder, but
you will probably lose three while trying to insert them.

6. Carefully remove all silver tape from the holder.

7. Now you will shorten the secondary and primary wires to their final
length. This means cutting them, a process that can only be done once.
For the primary wires, find out how much wire is needed to reach the
outside of the holder and add 1.5 inches. For the secondary wires, each
secondary will need about 2 inches of extra length.

Explanation: In the rare and unfortunate circumstance that upon
mounting to the feedthrough the solder joint inside the coil system fails
(melts), you will have to cut off a small piece of the secondary/primary
wire and resolder to the pin. Hence the excess.

8. Slide the prepared pins into the holes in the right side of the holder.
You may need to insert them from the inside so to not stab the primary
wires.

9. Take the Krazy Glue and drip one drop onto the outside end of the pin
— the glue is thin enough that it will flow along the pin and into the
coil area. Before the glue permanently sets, reposition the pin so that
1.5-2.0 mm of the pin is inside the coil system if necessary.

Note: Do not let the Krazy glue touch any of the masking tape. The
solvent in the Krazy glue will nullify the glue on the masking tape,
forcing you to rebalance.

10. Take a sharp razor blade and gently scrap the glue off the ends of the
pins for the glue will have covered the exposed copper on the pins.
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11. Write down to where you intend to solder the primary wires, the open
ends of the secondaries, and the pin where you will join the two sec-
ondary wires. Make sure you provide some prospective in your drawing
to differentiate the exterior from the coil system area.

Part two: Soldering the wires

For this part, you will need to use two sets of tweezers, delicate and thick.
Where not explicit, hold (steady) the wire with the thick tweezers and ac-
tually wind with the delicate tweezers. Also, you will benefit by having the
delicate tweezers in your left hand, mandating some ambidextrous skills.

I like to start by soldering the two connected secondary wires to their post,
but start where you want. The winding process is the same for all pins.

1. Depending on your dexterity, you may need to pre-bend the end of the
wire somewhat. Then grab the end of the wire with either tweezers
and wrap around the tip of the tweezers.

2. Grab the one of the secondary wires (previously connected, see your
sheet for numbering) with the thick tweezers in your right hand and
bring it near the pin.

3. With the delicate tweezers in your left, slide the wire around the bottom
of the pin and wind from the top around towards your chest. If the
wire does not “grab” the pin tightly, add on more wire by repeating
this step. You will not need more than two turns.

4. Check to see that the end of the wire does not jut away from the pin
too much. Although the insulation will melt upon soldering, it would
be nice to have the solder contact the exposed copper end.

5. Make sure the soldering iron has the lead-free tip (“Pb-free”). While
the lead-free tip is on the soldering iron, make sure it is labeled as such
so no one will mistakenly pollute that tip with regular solder.

6. Drop a small chuck of the lead-free solder into the glass watchplate, a
concave piece of glass, and drip a few drops of the flux onto the solder.
Turn the irons temperature setting to 300o C and preheat.
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7. Once the soldering is ready, touch the piece of solder. Be ready for the
entire piece to liquefy and stick to the soldering iron. Try not to drop
any of the liquid solder.

8. You will notice that the liquefied drop of solder dwarfs the pin. Try to
just touch the bottom edge of the solder to the spot on the pin where the
wires end lies. The solder will adhere to any rough edges, so try not to
touch the bulk of the primary wiring; however, this fact helps because to
the pin, the secondary/primary wire wrapped around it is a rough edge.

Solder only one pin at a time.

9. Examine the soldering joint. If the solder is haphazard, simply and
softly scrape it off with a razor blade; the solder can become fairly
brittle, so this works well. If the solder has a white-yellow or blackish
hue instead of a silver luster, wipe the solder off with a DRY Kimwipe.
That gunk is the flux residue and it is acidic; if left, the gunk will eat
through the wires. If you try to use acetone to clean the gunk off, the
acetone will attack the Krazy glue and things will come loose.

10. Repeat steps 1-9 of this section for each of the wires.

5.9 Teflon

The importance of this step cannot be underestimated. At this point, the coil
system is at its most sensitive point — thin wires no longer have full freedom
to whip about when you accidentally catch them, meaning that they now
break instead of springing about. Also notice that once the wire is firmly
stuck into the Teflon, getting it out without breaking becomes a coin-toss.

1. Wash your hands thoroughly.

2. With the coil system still on the winding device, carefully bend the
excess length into long loops. Try to align these loops to lie perpen-
dicularly across the primary; you won’t get there exactly, but make an
attempt.

3. Gently press the loops to the coil system with your fingers.
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4. Take a 2 inch piece of Teflon tape and gently press one end onto the
coil system. Remember, the wire loops are stuck into this Teflon tape,
so if it comes loose, now or later, try to keep it close to the coil system.
Wrap that strip of Teflon tape loosely around the coil system and gently
stick the free end onto the coil system.

5. Look carefully at the both ends of the coil system. Make sure that no
wires or wire loops protrude from the Teflon tape; if any do protrude,
gently unwind the tape some and push the wires back underneath the
tape. Rewind the tape loosely.

6. Measure off a 4 inch piece of Teflon tape. If the last step was done
correctly for both ends, fix one end of the tape to the pin side of the
coil system. Proceeding up the coil, wrap this tape tightly — don’t
overdo it. This is a delicate coil system, remember?

7. Take the coil system off the winding device. Place the finished coil
system into a glass 1 dram vial and cap. Write the date, your name,
and one or two quick notes on the glass with a permanent marker.
Place that vial into the He-gas tacklebox.

8. Rewrite your page of notes with drawings, windings count, and schemat-
ics if necessary. Tape the rewritten notes into the He-gas Experiment
Log Book. Record any deviations from previous coils and any changes
in design to the coil system in this journal.

9. Tidy the workspace. Replace the regular soldering tip if the lead-free tip
is still on the soldering iron. Return the lead-free tip to the tacklebox.
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6. Repair of the Two-Stage Compressor

(Documented by M. Debessai when the diaphragm of both stages
was replaced in April 2007)

A new large torque wrench was purchased to take apart the compressor. It is
currently being stored in the machine shop. The oil in the first stage reservoir
was drained before unscrewing the screw. After the screws were taken out
of the first stage, the head came apart by itself, as did the diaphragm. The
is no o-ring in the first stage. The orientation of the diaphragm is such that
the bur side faces the head and the smooth part faces in the direction of the
oil. The head for the first stage has two holes: one hole close to the center
and the second hold halfway between the center and the edge. The hole
close to the center is for the outlet check valve and lies right in the center
of the outlet check valve socket hole. The second hole is for the inlet check
valve and lies in the edge of the inlet check valve socket hole. After the head
is taken out, the internal part of the first stage looks like Figure 6.1, where
the small holes are inlets for the oil reservoir.

The new diaphragm was replaced after being cleaned and inspected under
microscope. Care has to be taken to place the head back the way it was.
The outlet checkvalve socket points up and the inlet points down. All the
screws and washers were cleaned and lubricated with bearing grease as the
manual recommended. Before starting to tighten the screws, make sure that
the diaphragm is in the right place by inspecting its position. All the screws
were tightened by hand and the torque wrench was used to tighten opposing
screws in steps of 10 ft-lb. All the gas connections were reattached and the
first stage was primed and checked for proper function.

The bolts were loosened for the second stage with the new torque wrench. As
soon as the head for the second stage starts to slide, the diaphragms and the
o-ring came apart. Figure 6.2 shows the internal side of the head with the
o-ring in the groove. The hole toward the center is for the outlet check valve.
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the internal side of the first stage.

Figure 6.2: Internal side of the head of the head of the second stage, with
o-ring.
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Figure 6.3: Diaphragm of the second stage, facing the head (first diaphragm).

It lies right in the center of the outlet check valve as seen from the socket of
the outlet check valve side. The two holes which are off center belong to the
inlet check valve. Seen from the socket side, these holes appear close to the
edge of the inlet check valve socket. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the position
of these holes as seen from the socket side.

Figure 6.3 shows the side of the diaphragm that faces the head. This face
has a bur, but the other side facing the second diaphragm is smooth. After
being recovered the two diaphragms were firmly attached together, but after
I slid one from the other, I saw oil in between them. This suggests that there
might have been oil leaking through the first diaphragm. I inspected the
diaphragms under microscope and saw a crack on the diaphragm that faces
the oil side. The crack, from both sides, is shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. The
crack was checked using the leak detector. Initially, no leak was found, but
after thoroughly cleaning it with acetone, an obvious leak was detected.

After we replacing the diaphragm and o-ring for both stages, the problem
was not yet solved. With new check valves, the compressor takes an hour to
get to 13,500 psi, as opposed to in just three to five minutes during normal
operation. The pressure was increasing very slowly after the second stage
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and the gauge between the two stages was fluctuating between 4,500 psi and
5,000 psi. The oil in the first stage reservoir was also fluctuating up and down.
The leak rate from the second stage to the first stage is briefly discussed in
the He-Gas log book. The second stage head was taken out again and the
inlet and outlet check valve sockets were scrutinized under microscope. The
inlet socket has a notch sticking out which is displaced material from the
seals due to the over torquing of the check valves. Both inlet and outlet seats
are bowed down to the hole, but are supposed to be flat. Figures 6.10 and
6.11 show the inlet and outlet sockets respectively. The inlet check valve was
checked under microscope to determine whether the notch seen in the socket
was prohibiting free movement of the rapture. Clearly enough, the rapture
of the valve has lots of scratches on the side. Dimensions of the sockets are
shown Figure 6.12. Tony, from the machine shop, worked on both inlet and
outlet sockets with the intention of removing the notch and to flattening the
seats. The notch was successfully removed but nothing was done on the seats
when seen under microscope. The head was then put back with the same
diaphragm and o-ring. The second stage was primed and it took just two to
three minutes to reach 25,000 psi. It worked just fine! Surprisingly enough,
the oil level in the first stage reservoir was not fluctuating as before. There
was no any leak from the second stage to the first stage.
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Figure 6.4: First diaphragm, side facing second diaphragm.

Figure 6.5: Second diaphragm, side facing first diaphragm.
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Figure 6.6: Second diaphragm with o-ring, side facing oil. Three indenta-
tions correspond to the three holes for the oil inlet.

Figure 6.7: Oil side of second stage. The three holes correspond to the oil
inlets.
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Figure 6.8: Crack close to the center of the second diaphragm, on the side
facing the oil.

Figure 6.9: Crack close to the center of the diaphrahm, as seen from the side
facing the first diaphragm.
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Figure 6.10: Inlet check valve socket of the second stage.

Figure 6.11: Outlet check valve socket of the second stage.
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Figure 6.12: Sketch of socket dimensions of the second stage.
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